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SAT-Based Fault Equivalence Checking in
Functional Safety Verification

Ai Quoc Dao, Mark Po-Hung Lin , Senior Member, IEEE, and Alan Mishchenko

Abstract—Detecting equivalence classes of injected faults for
functional verification of electronic systems is an important task
because it helps reducing the number of faults to qualify a ver-
ification environment, and hence, improves the performance of
qualification process and the validation time required for large-
scale electronic systems. This paper describes an efficient way of
detecting equivalent injected faults in a mapped netlist in order to
speedup the qualification process of a verification environment
for functional safety. The presented fault models include gen-
eral faults resulting in arbitrary functional changes, in addition
to conventional stuck-at faults. The solution is based on struc-
tural pruning and functional analysis performed by a synergistic
combination of iterative Boolean satisfiability and guided simula-
tion. It should be noted that traditional brute-force-like methods
would take many hours or even days to identify thousands of
equivalent functional faults injected to a small circuit with only
hundred of cells. The proposed approach can achieve excellent
fault reduction ratios within few seconds for such small circuits.
The implementation also scales well for the largest ISCAS’89
and OpenCores benchmarks containing over 35K gates and 490K
general functional faults.

Index Terms—Equivalence checking, equivalence classes,
equivalent fault, fault collapsing, fault injection, fault reduction,
functional safety, functional verification, general fault, identical
fault, ISO 26262, qualification acceleration, stuck-at fault.

I. INTRODUCTION

QUALIFICATION of functional verification environments
is very important to ensure functional safety of various

electronic systems, especially for automotive and Internet-
of-Things applications. Failure modes and effects analysis
(FMEA) is a step by step approach for identifying all pos-
sible failures in a design, a manufacturing/assembly process,
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Fig. 1. Automotive functional safety verification environment.

a product, or service, while a broadening of FMEA, called
failure modes effects and diagnostics analysis, is a detailed
analysis of different failure modes and diagnostic capability
for electronic systems. Fig. 1 shows a general functional safety
verification environment. One of the key challenges is to qual-
ify whether the verification environment can achieve 100%
functional safety for automotive systems on chip, consisting of
many intellectual properties (IP) and verification IP (VIP). The
automotive functional safety verification environment involves
six major components: 1) requirement management; 2) pro-
totyping; 3) traceable verification; 4) automotive protocols
and memory VIP; 5) fault injection and simulation; and 6)
customized safety reports [3].

The international standard for functional safety of electri-
cal and electronic systems, ISO 26262 [4], is considered as
the best practice framework for achieving functional safety in
road vehicles. The functional safety assessments defined in
ISO 26262 help designers to reach target automotive safety
integrity levels. ISO 26262 recommends fault-injection testing
to verify the effectiveness of the safety mechanisms [3]. A
general ISO 26262 functional safety verification flow is shown
in Fig. 2, which involves three major steps: 1) failure mode
effects analysis; 2) fault injection campaign; and 3) metric
calculation and export.

To achieve qualified safety verification, fault injection
enables verification qualification to save time and effort
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Fig. 2. ISO 26262 functional safety verification flow [3].

when testing all safety requirements of electronic systems.
Verification engineers need to take their functional verification
environment and essentially replay pieces of it while inject-
ing faults into their system. For example, Sherer et al. [5]
presented a verification flow to ensure safety compliance for
ISO 26262 using simulation. Some verification environments
use fault lists derived for a design to be tested. Injecting faults
into designs is a way to qualify a verification environment. The
design of safety systems contains redundancy and checkers.
Safety engineers must implement requirement checkers tracing
from the system to components, and ensure that their develop-
ment flow aligns with the confidence level. However, the large
number of injected faults may have equivalence. To avoid run-
ning the redundant dynamic simulations or formal checks for
those equivalent faults, and hence, improve the performance
of the qualification process, it is essential to remove all iden-
tical faults [6]. Detecting equivalence classes of faults is an
important task to reduce the large number of injected faults.

In the testing field, detecting equivalence classes of faults,
also known as fault collapsing, is an important task because
it helps reduce the number of faults targeted by an auto-
matic test pattern generation (ATPG) tool. This, in turn, helps
reduce the number of test-patterns, the runtime of ATPG,
and the time required for design validation and fault diag-
nosis. It is also important that the computation of equivalent
faults is fast. Otherwise, it may substantially increase the run-
time of an ATPG flow. Conventional fault collapsing methods
based on either structural analysis or functional dominance
techniques [7] only focus on stuck-at faults. For large-scale
safety-related electrical and electronic systems, such as auto-
mobiles, higher safety standard, has been developed to control

various systematic and random hardware failures, and to mit-
igate their effects. In addition to stuck-at faults, it is desirable
to consider various general functional faults leading to behav-
ioral and functional changes of the whole system, and hence,
functional safety of these electrical and electronic systems can
be guaranteed.

This paper focuses on efficient computation of classes of
equivalent faults for general fault types in order to reduce the
number of injected faults and speedup the qualification pro-
cess of a verification environment for functional safety. The
input includes a mapped netlist and a fault list, with each
fault specified as a location in the netlist and a change intro-
duced by the fault. The proposed algorithm will return the
set of equivalence classes of faults, represented as a set of
pairs of faults proved to be equivalent. Inspired by efficient
and scalable applications, which combine circuit simulation
and Boolean satisfiability [8]–[12], the proposed solution is a
new algorithm for the computation of fault equivalence classes
based on a tight integration of the following.

1) Structural pruning to efficiently rule out a large number
of nonequivalent faults.

2) Functional analysis by the SAT solver to prove or
disprove that any two faults are indeed equivalent.

3) Circuit simulation to refine candidate equivalence
classes of faults using counter-examples produced by
the SAT solver.

The use of Boolean satisfiability (SAT) in the proposed algo-
rithm is based on the understanding that SAT is more scalable
than BDDs [13] when dealing with large industrial circuits.
A similar observation regarding the scalability of SAT was
made in past work on combinational equivalence checking
(CEC) [10]. The reason why SAT-based methods [9]–[11] typi-
cally outperform BDD-based ones [14], [15], is because BDDs
are a canonical data-structure that needs to be fully constructed
before it can be used, but it is often difficult or impossible to
construct it for large netlists. For example, arithmetic logic,
which is often present in industrial circuits, is notoriously hard
for BDDs. In particular, multipliers result in exponential BDD
size for any variable order [16]. Meanwhile, SAT solvers rely
on a noncanonical conjunctive normal form (CNF) that can be
easily constructed and used immediately after construction.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
contains necessary background. Section III gives an overview
of the algorithm. Experimental results are given in Section IV.
Section V concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Boolean Function

In this paper, function refers to a completely specified
Boolean function f (X) : Bn → B, B = {0, 1}. The support
of function f is the set of variables X, which influence the
output value of f . The support size is denoted by |X|.

B. Boolean Network

A Boolean network (or circuit) is a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) with nodes corresponding to Boolean functions and
edges corresponding to wires connecting the nodes. A node
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n may have zero or more fanins, i.e., nodes driving n, and
zero or more fanouts, i.e., nodes driven by n. The primary
inputs (PIs) are nodes without fanins. The primary outputs
(POs) are a subset of nodes of the network, connecting it to
the environment. A transitive fanin (fanout) cone (TFO) of a
node is a subset of nodes of the network, which are reachable
through the fanin (fanout) edges of the node. The TFO support
of a node is the set of POs reachable through the fanouts of
the node.

C. Mapped Network and Fault Description

A Boolean network can be mapped using a standard cell
library. Mapping is performed by a technology mapper, a
software package, which takes a technology-independent rep-
resentation of the network called a subject graph and returns a
mapped network. In a mapped network, each node is assigned
a gate from the library. In this paper, we assume that the
network is mapped. Furthermore, we do not consider any
technology-dependent information associated with the gates,
except their Boolean functions. A fault is a malfunction in
the mapped network happening due to a manufacturing error.
A fault changes functionality at an internal node or wire.
The change may propagate to one of the POs and make the
functionality of the whole network incorrect. A fault can be
characterized by a location and a type. Fault location describes
where the change has occurred. Fault type describes how the
correct functionality has changed. For example, a given two-
input AND-node in the network may become a two-input
NAND-node, or a given wire may become stuck-at-zero (stuck-
at-one), meaning that the function of the wire remains always
constant 0 (constant 1) for any value of the driving node. Two
or more faults are equivalent if the errors they produce at the
outputs of the network are the same. In this paper, we dis-
cuss an efficient implementation of the computation of fault
equivalences in a mapped network, and hence the number of
injected faults for verification qualification can be reduced.

D. Boolean Satisfiability

A satisfiability problem (SAT) is a decision problem that
takes a propositional formula representing a Boolean function
and answers the question whether the formula is satisfiable.
The formula is satisfiable (SAT) if there is an assignment
of variables that evaluates the formula to 1. Otherwise, the
propositional formula is unsatisfiable. A software program that
solves SAT problems is called an SAT solver. When an SAT
problem is satisfiable, the solver returns a satisfying assign-
ment, which is often useful to reproduce and understand the
reason of a malfunction.

E. Conjunctive Normal Form

To represent a propositional formula for the SAT solver,
important aspects of the problem are encoded using Boolean
variables. Presence or absence of a given aspect of the problem
is represented by a positive or negative literal of the variable.
A disjunction of literals is called a clause. A conjunction of
clauses is called a CNF. The CNF can be processed by a
mainstream CNF-based SAT solver, such as MiniSAT [17],
which is used in this paper.

Fig. 3. Equivalence checking miter for two copies of the network with
different faults injected.

F. Equivalence Checking

Two combinational Boolean networks are equivalent if and
only if, for each combination of PI values, pairs of matching
POs produce equal values [8]. The equivalence of two Boolean
networks is checked by building another network called miter.
The miter contains both Boolean networks with shared PIs, as
shown in Fig. 3. The miter also contains additional gates pair-
wise comparing the POs of the original networks. The miter
has one PO whose value is 1 if and only if at least one pair
of the POs produces different values. The PI values producing
value 1 at the miters output, can be used as a counter-example
to demonstrate why equivalence between the original networks
has failed.

To prove equivalence of two faults, we build the miter for
two networks, Networks 1 and 2, derived by injecting each
fault into an original fault-free network, as shown in Fig. 3.
The node n in Network 1 corresponds to the injection of the
first fault into the fault-free network. Similarly, node n’ in
Network 2 corresponds to the injection of the second fault
into the same fault-free network. After constructing the miter,
it is converted into a CNF and solved by the SAT solver, as
described below.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

This section describes the proposed algorithm in detail.
A high-level overview of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.
The algorithm takes a mapped netlist and a fault list con-
taining faults considered for equivalence checking. Initially,
structural pruning is used to divide all faults into candidate
equivalence classes. These preliminary classes need further
refinement by functional methods. To this end, SAT solving
and circuit simulation are iterated for each candidate equiv-
alence class, resulting in a set of true equivalence classes.
Detailed descriptions of general fault types and all computa-
tions for checking fault equivalence are given in the sections
below.

A. Fault List With General Fault Types

Each fault in a fault list is represented as a triple.
1) A unique integer number called fault ID, which is used

to identify the fault in the resulting file containing the
list of fault equivalence classes.

2) The name of a node where the fault occurs.
3) The type of the fault, characterizing how the node’s

functionality changes when the fault is present.
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Fig. 4. Overview of the algorithm.

TABLE I
FAULT TYPES GIVEN IN [1]

Algorithm 1 Fault Injection
Input: A network, N
Output: Injected fault list, F

1: for each primary input n in network N
2: Inject_Basic_Faults(SA0, SA1, NEG);
3: for each primary output n in network N
4: Inject_Basic_Faults(SA0, SA1, NEG);
5: for each internal node n in network N
6: Inject_Basic_Faults(SA0, SA1, NEG);
7: Inject_General_Faults_in_Table_I;
8: // The general faults correspond to changing
9: // the given gate by another gate with

10: // the same support size from the same library.
11: return F;

A fault type can be represented in a number of ways. In
the ICCAD’16 CAD Contest (Problem A) [1], in addition
to stuck-at faults (SA0 or SA1) and negation fault (NEG),
the predetermined fault types listed in Table I contain eight
replacements of a driver operator at a node in the mapped
netlist based on the specific library. Our implementation sup-
ports all these fault types, assuming that the network is mapped
using the library from the contest.

In this paper, we further extend the notion of a fault type and
generalize our implementation to work for a netlist mapped

TABLE II
EXAMPLE FAULT LIST FOR THE CIRCUIT IN FIG. 5(A)

(a) (d)

(b) (e)

(c) (f)

Fig. 5. Example of fault injection. (a) Fault-free netlist. (b)–(f) Faulty netlists
after injecting RDOB_OR3 at n16, RDOB_AND4 at n20, SA0 at n20, SA1 at
n20, and NEG at n20, respectively.

into any standard-cell library containing single-output com-
binational cells. The proposed implementation, as seen in
Algorithm 1, allows not only for three basic fault types (stuck-
at-0, stuck-at-1, and negation) but also for any other fault
replacing a combinational cell in a library by any other com-
binational cell from the same library with the same number of
inputs. Fig. 5 gives an example of a fault-free netlist and the
faulty netlists after injecting five different faults, as shown in
Table II. The three-input XOR gate, XOR3, at node n16, may be
substituted by a three-input OR gate, OR3, in the same library,
as shown in Fig. 5(b), due to the fault type RDOB_OR3 at
node n16. Similarly, the four-input OR gate, OR4, at node n20
may be substituted by a four-input AND gate, AND4, as shown
in Fig. 5(c), due to the fault type RDOB_AND4. If the library
does not have any other three-input and four-input combina-
tional cells, both faults cannot be represented. Fig. 5(d)–(f)
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Algorithm 2 TFO Support Computation
Input: Network N
Output: TFO support

1: For each node n in network N
2: result(n)=∅; // set TFO support to be empty;
3: For each primary output n in network N
4: result(n)={n}; // set TFO support to be the node itself ;
5: For each internal node n in a topo order from outputs
6: For each fanout f of node n
7: result(n)=result(n) ∪ result(f );
8: return result;

shows the faulty circuits after injecting the three basic fault
types, SA0, SA1, and NEG, at node n20, respectively.

B. Structural Pruning

It is helpful to recall that two faults are equivalent if and
only if, for each combination of PI values, the pairs of match-
ing POs produce the same values. Recall also that the TFO
support of a node, is the set of all POs of the network which
are reachable from the node through the fanout edges. The
following observation helps effectively rule out nonequivalent
faults.

1) Observation: If two faults have different TFO supports,
these faults are likely not equivalent. The observation is moti-
vated as follows. If a PO is in the TFO of one fault and not
in the TFO of another fault, then it may be possible for this
output to be affected by the first fault and not affected by the
second fault. Hence, these two faults are not equivalent. There
is a rare situation when this observation is not true.

2) Situation: The TFO support is determined by the struc-
ture instead of the functionality of the network. As a result,
functional dependency between a target node and a PO may
not exist, even if there is structural dependency evidenced by
the TFO support. When this happens, two faults are placed into
different candidate equivalence classes based on the structural
support information, while in fact they belong to the same
class. This situation is not considered by our current heuristic
algorithm. As a result, a small number of truly equivalent faults
may be classified into different candidate equivalence classes
by the current algorithm. We believe that the resulting minor
loss in quality is compensated by a substantial reduction in
runtime, which makes the algorithm applicable to large indus-
trial netlists. The computation of exact equivalence classes of
faults will be addressed as part of future work.

The above observation leads to the following strategy for
structural pruning. First of all, faults found in a fault list are
divided into candidate equivalence classes according to their
TFO supports. Each class contains all faults whose TFO sup-
ports are the same. Next, each equivalence class is processed
by the SAT-based functional analysis to find classes of faults
that are truly equivalent. The computation of TFO supports
is performed by a dynamic programming algorithm with the
pseudo-code in Algorithm 2. The algorithm considers nodes
in a topological order from POs to PIs. At each node, its
TFO support is computed by unioning the TFO supports of
its fanout nodes.

C. Equivalence Class Refinement

Since the candidate equivalence classes obtained from struc-
tural pruning may not be true equivalence classes, Boolean
satisfiability and simulation are used to prove or disprove
the true equivalence between any pair of faults in the same
candidate equivalence class. If the equivalence of two faults
is disproved, the nonequivalent faults have to be separated
into different equivalence classes. For each candidate equiva-
lence class, a pair of faults, which have not yet been proved
or disproved, is selected. An equivalence checking miter is
then constructed, as described in Section II-F and shown in
Fig. 3. The miter is converted to a CNF and loaded into an
SAT solver. The solver checks equivalence and returns one
of the three outcomes: 1) unsatisfiable, meaning that the two
faults are equivalent; 2) satisfiable, meaning that the faults are
not equivalent; and 3) undecided, meaning that the two faults
could not be proved or disproved. In the latter case, the faults
are assumed to be not equivalent. A test-pattern is generated
by the SAT solver if two faults are not equivalent. In order
to speedup equivalence class refinement, circuit simulation is
performed with the generated test-pattern for every fault pairs
in the same candidate equivalence class. This may result in
splitting the class into several smaller candidate equivalence
classes. Sometimes two faults cannot be proved or disproved
because the SAT solver times out. In this case, one of the
two faults is placed in a separate class without simulation.
According to our experimental study, this situation happens
rarely, but it is important to handle it to improve robustness
of the software system.

D. Management of Equivalence Classes

Candidate equivalence classes are stored in a 2-D array. An
equivalence class of faults is an array of integer fault IDs,
while a set of equivalence classes is an array of arrays of inte-
gers representing equivalence classes. During the refinement
of equivalence classes, larger arrays of fault IDs are repeatedly
split into smaller ones. The splitting takes place after simu-
lation of a test-pattern generated by the SAT solver, which
happens only when the equivalence of two faults is disproved.
When the splitting takes place, faults in an equivalence class
are divided into two parts: 1) those detected by this pattern
and 2) those not detected by it. In our current implementation,
the faults in 1) are left in the same array, while the faults in
2) are moved to a new array that is appended at the end. In
due time, refinement will reach the new array, which may be
further refined, if needed. The pseudo-code of the algorithm
described in Sections III-C and III-D is given in Algorithm 3.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithm was implemented in the C program-
ming language and tested on an Intel Xeon CPU@2.4 GHz
with 48 GB memory. The implementation is currently available
as a new command “faultclasses” in ABC [2]. Experimental
results have been conducted using the following three sets
of benchmarks: 1) ICCAD’16 CAD Contest benchmarks;
2) ISCAS’89 benchmarks; and 3) OpenCores benchmarks.
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TABLE III
COMPARING THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AGAINST THE BRUTE-FORCE METHOD AND WITHOUT STRUCTURAL

PRUNING ON ICCAD’16 CAD CONTEST BENCHMARKS

TABLE IV
COMPARING THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AGAINST THE OTHER WINNERS OF ICCAD’16 CAD CONTEST [1]

Algorithm 3 Equivalence Class Refinement
Input: candidate equiv. classes E
Output: candidate equivalence classes

1: For each candidate equivalence class C in E
2: repr = C[0]; //consider C[0] as representative
3: for each fault d in C such that d �= repr
4: status = Check_Using_SAT(d, repr);
5: if(status == unsatisfiable)
6: continue; // keep fault d where it is in array C
7: assert(status == satisfiable ‖ status == undecided);
8: if(status == satisfiable)
9: cex = Generate_Test_Pattern(d, repr);

10: Resimulate_Class_With_Test_Pattern(C, cex);
11: Refine_Class(C)
12: // The refinement is expected to happen in C.
13: // After refinement, the algorithm will keep faults
14: // that are similar to repr under cex in C, and
15: // move other faults to a new array appended to E.
16: return result;

Motivated by ICCAD’16 CAD Contest [6], this paper
focuses on detecting as many identical injected faults as
possible to avoid running redundant simulations or formal
checks for those identical faults in the verification environ-
ment for functional safety. The contest organizers provided
eight mapped netlists and the corresponding fault lists, while
only cases 1–7 were made public. Table III lists benchmark
statistics, including the numbers of PIs, POs, flip-flops (FFs),
combinational cells, and injected faults in the given fault lists.
We first compare our algorithm against the brute-force method
in terms of the numbers of computed equivalent faults and
runtime.

The brute-force method used by the contest organizers first
collects all potential equivalent fault pairs and then checks
whether the two faults in each pair are equivalent using a
commercial formal tool. Although such approach computes
all equivalent faults in a fault list resulting in the largest fault
reduction ratios, it takes many hours or even days for cir-
cuits with only hundreds of cells and thousands of faults.
Our heuristic algorithm can efficiently identify most of the
equivalent faults within a few seconds, while the average
fault reduction ratio is only 5% worse than that of the exact
brute-force method.

We additionally show the results of our heuristic algorithm
without structural pruning in Table III. Without structural prun-
ing, although the number of computed equivalent faults is
slightly better than our algorithm, the run time takes 1.84×
longer than our algorithm with structural pruning.

We further compare the proposed algorithm against the other
winners of ICCAD’16 CAD Contest. According to [1], only
cases 5–8 were applied to evaluate the correctness, memory
usage, and runtime resulting from different teams of the con-
test participants. Table IV compares our algorithm against the
other two winners, Teams A and B, who received the 3rd and
2nd place awards in the contest, respectively, in terms of the
correctness, memory usage, and runtime. The comparisons are
publicly available at [1]. The correctness is evaluated accord-
ing to the number of identified equivalent fault pairs divided by
the number of exact equivalent fault pairs. The exact equivalent
fault pairs for each benchmark were collected by the contest
organizers with a brute-force method which checks whether
the two faults in each pair are equivalent using a commer-
cial formal tool. Our algorithm can generate 7% and 5% more
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TABLE V
COMPARING THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AGAINST A STATE-OF-THE-ART COMMERCIAL EDA TOOL FOR SA FAULTS ONLY

TABLE VI
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR OPENCORES BENCHMARKS [18]

equivalent fault pairs on average than the methods of Teams
A and B, respectively. Also, our algorithm requires substan-
tially less memory and runtime. Consequently, our algorithm
outperforms the methods of Teams A and B in all aspects, and
hence received the 1st place award in the contest.

In order to show the scalability of our algorithm, we fur-
ther tested our algorithm on the ISCAS’89 benchmarks [19]
with more than two thousands combinational cells, as shown
in Table V. The netlist of each benchmark was downloaded
from [20]. Only those ISCAS’89 benchmarks that are larger
than ICCAD’16 CAD Contest testcases were considered.
Table V lists the benchmark statistics, where the number of
standard cells range from 2K to 22K. Since the fault lists
of the ISCAS’89 benchmarks are not available, we generated
two different fault lists for each benchmark, which can be
obtained by the command “faultclasses -g” in ABC [2], as
described in Section III-A. The first fault list contains all gen-
eral faults, while the second one contains only stuck-at faults.
Since there is no previous work checking fault equivalence
for general faults, we simply report our results in Table V.
Our method can effectively identify equivalent faults with
few minutes, resulting in 71.5% fault reduction ratio on aver-
age. We further compare our method with a state-of-the-art
EDA tool, Synopsys TetraMAX ATPG, for SA faults only.
Our method can result in 1.6% more reduction ratio after
identifying equivalent SA faults.

In addition to testing on large ISCAS’89 benchmarks, we
expected to perform our algorithm based on the OpenCores

benchmarks, which contain more than eleven thousands com-
binational cells, as shown in Table VI. The netlist of each
benchmark is available at [18]. However, the netlists from [18]
include blocks with unknown logic specification. We used
Berkeley logic interchange format (BLIF) with the capabil-
ity to represent unknown logic specification [21]. The BLIF
of each benchmark is available at [22]. In Table VI, we sim-
ply show our result with general faults in this experiment.
Our algorithm can achieve 60.3% fault reduction ratios on
average for the largest OpenCores benchmarks within only
few minutes. The reported runtime in Table VI indicates
that our algorithm scales well for a large netlist with 35K
combinational cells and 490K faults.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a new problem formulation to check
equivalence of injected faults for the acceleration of qualifi-
cation process of functional safety verification environment.
Based on the presented problem formulation, a new heuris-
tic algorithm to compute equivalence classes of arbitrary (not
only stuck-at) faults injected in a given fault list specified for
the mapped netlist. The resulting equivalences can reduce the
number of injected faults and validation time for functional
correctness of large-scale electronic systems. The proposed
algorithm is based on a synergistic combination of struc-
tural analysis, Boolean satisfiability, and guided simulation.
It outperforms the winners of ICCAD’16 CAD Contest and is
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applicable to arbitrary mapped netlists. It also achieves excel-
lent fault reduction ratios while substantially reduces search
time. The algorithm scales very well for larger ISCAS’89
benchmarks and OpenCores with 35K gates and 490K faults.
When comparing with a state-of-the-art commercial EDA tool,
it can identify even more equivalent SA faults resulting in
higher fault reduction ratio. Our heuristic algorithm achieves
excellent fault reduction ratios, which is only 5% worse
than the exact brute-force method, while substantially reduces
search time from many hours to a few seconds. Our method
describes an efficient way of detecting equivalent faults in
a mapped netlist, and improves the performance of a qual-
ifying process. The presented fault models include general
faults resulting in arbitrary functional changes, in addition to
conventional stuck-at faults.
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